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ABSTRACT

The main aim in this paper is to create a friend suggestion algorithm that can be used to recommend 
new friends to a user on Twitter when their existing friends and other details are given. The information 
gathered to make these predictions includes the user’s friends, tags, tweets, language spoken, ID, etc. 
Based on these features, the authors trained their models using supervised learning methods. The machine 
learning-based approach used for this purpose is the k-nearest neighbor approach. This approach is by 
and large used to decrease the dimensionality of the information alongside its feature space. K-nearest 
neighbor classifier is normally utilized in arrangement-based situations to recognize and distinguish 
between a few parameters. By using this, the features of the central user’s non-friends were compared. 
The friends and communities of a user are likely to be very different from any other user. Due to this, 
the authors select a single user and compare the results obtained for that user to suggest friends.
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INTRodUCTIoN

Twitter is a popular microblogging service that is about 11 years old and is gathering more and 
more users. On Twitter, users can tweet about any topic they want within the character limit of 140 
characters. Users also follow other users to receive the tweets they post online. Kwak et al. (2010) 
While studying the properties of Twitter’s network, it is found that most users use Twitter to discuss 
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their daily activities or opinions on current topics. It helps users with similar intentions in a community 
to connect. Java et al. (2007).

Our main Objective in this paper is to create a friend suggestion algorithm that can be used to 
recommend new friends to a user on Twitter when their existing friends and other details are given. 
The information gathered to make these predictions includes the user’s friends, tags, tweets, language 
spoken, id, etc. Based on these features, trained our models using supervised learning methods. 
The machine learning-based approach used for this purpose is the K-Nearest neighbors approach. 
This approach is used to decrease the dimensionality of the information alongside its feature space. 
K-nearest neighbor classifier is normally utilized in arrangement-based situations to recognize and 
distinguish between a few parameters. By using this, the features of the central user’s non-friends 
were compared. The friends and communities of a user are likely to be very different from any other 
user. Due to this, in this research contribution it select a single user and compare the results obtained 
for that user to suggest friends. It will be called this user the “central user”. Thus, in this work, it 
effectively train our model as per the central user itself. Daniyalzade and Lipus (2007).

LITERATURE SURVEy

The author talks about different networks and finds the relationship to recommend friends. It has two 
major components first being related networks by selecting important features and the second being 
network structure and preserving most of it. It is based on friend correlation and considers effect in 
different social roles. Huang et al. (2016).

The author gives idea about a new friend recommendation system using artificial bee colony(ABC) 
which indicates a link between users. It is based on the structural properties of the social network. 
Firstly, it finds the relevant parameters for the relationship among users using social topology. The 
sub- graph of the network is composed of users and all users within the network separated by three 
degrees of separation, then based on the subgraph new links are suggested thus indicating new friends. 
Akbari et al. (2013).

The paper gives a idea about a more precise friend recommendation with 2 stages. In the first 
stage the information of the relationship between text and users, then align the recommended friends. 
In the second stage, they built the topic model of the relationship between image features and users. 
Huang et al. (2017).

The paper proposed a novel semantic-based recommendation of friends based on their lifestyles. 
They take advantage of smartphones, friend books to discover the lifestyle of a user from user-centric 
data and then measure the similarity of lifestyle to finally recommend from with similar lifestyles. 
The friend book finally keeps a list of people with the highest score to recommend a friend. Wang 
et al. (2015).

The paper gives idea about users who want to meet friends on social media, they interviewed 
active users and then developed a friend request acceptance model to refer to various factors that 
influence it. They found out the major factor that impacts the person who accepts the friend request, 
mostly person with common hobbies and mutual friend is accepted. Rashtian et al. (2014).

The paper talks about how to find short paths between users in a network which would indicate 
their closeness and will also result in them being a good recommendation as a friend. These are based 
on email contact, it is found that the kind of things people talk or find is a huge factor in determining 
their closeness. Adamic and Adar (2005).

The paper “Ranking Users for Intelligent Message Addressing” uses various Machine Learning 
algorithms for its task. It also works on the simple k nearest neighbors concept to overtake other 
algorithms. It finds people who can receive a message from the central user, the person who is 
looking for friends. It understudies various people to conclude that intelligent messages can be added 
advantage to email Carvalho and Cohen (2008). The paper “Inferring relevant social networks from 
interpersonal communication” analyzes the network to look for the region of interest. It sees large 
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social networks to look for unobserved ties (the tie in which i and j are connected) in the event (where 
i email j). The paper had two conclusions first being prediction task choosing threshold value yields 
better results and secondly, optimal threshold value seems to be consistent.

PRoPoSEd WoRK

In this proposed work, used the Twitter API to collect the user data in the following way. Data 
collection steps taken can be listed as follows: choosing the central user, find their set of current 
friends, finding the set of users that are not friends with the current user (non-friends), and finally, 
gathering the profile information for every friend and non-friends concerning the central user. Now 
coming to all the major parts of the work in detail.

dataset
Twitter enables us to mine the information of any client by utilizing Twitter API or Tweepy libraries 
in Python. The information extracted will be the tweets done by the users in the given time, along 
with their other details. The primary activity here involves getting the buyer key. These keys will 
help the API for confirmation. Data collection was hampered by the API’s restrictions and privacy 
settings. To begin with, some profiles only allow limited access, making it impossible to view any 
information other than the user’s name in certain cases. As a consequence, in this work, limited 
ourselves to selecting profiles inside particular networks that supplied us with all of the information, 
the author need, making it impossible to ask for all of a user’s friends directly. The dataset can only 
be used to identify whether or not two people are friends. As a consequence, in this work, needed a 
large number of user ids to begin with, and it was impossible to find all of a person’s friends unless 
had a large enough starting set. The lack of a straightforward mechanism for creating a list of users 
based on whatever arbitrary criteria which selected was the issue to be considered.

Choosing Central User
Since suggesting friends for each user would require querying the dataset for every user again and 
again. This implies that the algorithm would have a very high time complexity to be able to run in 
real-time. Due to this issue, in this work, fix a central user for which all the quantitative analysis is 
done once, and the corresponding friends are suggested. This central user can be changed every time 
the algorithm is tested. Once the algorithm is tested for the central user, it can further be extended 
to work for all the users independently in a parallel computing platform.

Comparison of Parameters Among Non-Friends
Once the dataset was queried and here in this paper, chose the central user to start with, the parameters 
obtained in the dataset were compared to decide on the possible factors that can affect the friend 
suggestion algorithm. While the number of followers can be a factor in determining the possible 
friends of a user, it is already incorporated by Twitter so other factors like the tag of the tweet, tag 
popularity, and common friends were explored further. Also, the subject of the user’s tweet was 
obtained by using natural language processing and then compared with tags of other users’ tweets 
to further enhance the suggestions.

Generating Friends List
Figure 1 shows the flow diagram for Friend Suggestion in Twitter. For this purpose, the non-friends of 
users are ranked as per the number of friends they have in common with the central user. Apart from 
this, the overall count of the tag of a tweet posted by the central user is compared with all other tags 
to evaluate the popularity of the user’s tweet’s tag. The tweet posted by the user is then analyzed for 
its subject and this subject obtained from the text is then compared with tags of other user’s tweets 
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to find if the context of the central user’s tweets matches with the tweets of other non-friends. The 
algorithm for calculating the tag popularity of the central user’s tag is discussed below.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for calculating tag popularity tags[] = list of tags of all users curr_tag = 
tag used by current user tp = tag popularity

i = 0 
for tag in tags:
if (tag == curr_tag) then i = i + 1 End if end for
tp = i / length(tags)

In algorithm 1, the dataset is read and the tags of all the users are stored in an array independently. 
Once the central user is chosen arbitrarily, their tag becomes the current tag. For calculating tag pop- 
ularity, the count of the tags of other user’s tweets that are the same as the current tag is evaluated 
concerning the length of the array in which tags are stored. So:

tp

if tag curr tag

i

length tags
otherwise

=
=( )

( )
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Figure 1. Flow Diagram of Friend Suggestion Algorithm
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where:

• tp: tag popularity
• tag: tag of central user curr_tag: tag of the current user
• i: count of tags same as tag of central user tags: array of tags of all users

The algorithm for finding common friends among the non-friends of the central user is described 
as follows.

Algorithm 2: Algorithm for finding common friends friends[]= list of friends of all users curr_
friends[] = list of friends of current user users[] = list of ids of all users

curr_user = id of current user 
for i in users:
if (i == curr_user) then users[i] = -2
else if (i in curr_friends) then users[i] = -1
else users[i] = 0 end if End for
for i in curr_friends:
if (users[i] >= 0) then
if (i in friends(curr_friends)) then users[i] += 1 End if end if 
end for

The other parameters included are the language spoken by the user, tweet similarity, and common 
friends. The formulas used for this purpose are:

sim
if sub curr sub

otherwise
=

=





0

1

, ! _

,

    

                
 (2)

• sim: similarity of the subject of tweets
• sub: subject of a tweet of central user
• curr_sub: subject of current tweet

k tp l cf sim= + + +� �2 2 2 2  (3)

• k: distance of a non-friend from central user
• l: language spoken by the current user
• cf: number of common friends

Here, the non-friends with more similarity among corresponding attributes will have a higher 
value of k, as per the selected criteria.

SySTEM ARCHITECTURE

The objective of this section is to discuss a novel system architecture for friend suggestions in a 
Twitter- like framework. This is done by working with the proposed methodology discussed in the 
previous section. The corresponding system architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.
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While designing the system, in the first phase, that is, the data mining phase, the dataset is 
extracted from Twitter. In the analysis and computation phase, one part deals with the data analysis 
while another module deals with the tweet analysis part of the system. The component of the system 
that analyzes the connection among users is included in the data analysis part. As shown in the figure, 
the system architecture has four major independent modules, which are described in detail.

data Extraction Module
In this module, libraries such as Tweepy are used to extract user data from Twitter. Due to security 
reasons, only a few required details for each user are extracted. Also, the user-selected belong to a 
common social group so that their friends are also present in the dataset. Once data is extracted, the 
friends of the users that are not a part of the dataset are excluded during the preprocessing stage. The 
output of this component is the processed CSV file containing data for each user.

data Analysis Module
Given the tags of tweets available for each of the users, this module does important computations 
for detecting similarities among various non-friends of the central user. This module further has two 
parts, that is, calculating tag popularity and finding common friends.

In this phase, the mathematical computations take place and all the quantitative results are 
obtained. Other smaller attributes that are considered for calculations are the language spoken by the 
current user, their number of followers, etc. These attributes are already a part of the Twitter friend 
suggestion algorithm. However, they also play a role in detecting similarities among two users.

Tweet Analysis Module
This component deals with extracting the subject of the tweet from the content of the tweet. This 
subject is then compared with the tags of all the other tweets to analyze the similarity between them. 
This is done by using chunking, then feature extraction is done on the obtained chunks of sentences 
in the tweet. Once this is done, the features and the probability of that feature being the subject of 
the tweet are compared to finally arrive at the resultant subject.

Similarity detection Module
Once all the results from the data analysis component and the tweet analysis component of the system 
are obtained, these results are then further combined to arrive at the final similarity metric for the 

Figure 2. System architecture for friend suggestion on Twitter
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non- friend. This is done by calculating the distances between the data for the given central user and 
the current user.

IMPLEMENTATIoN

description of dataset
The dataset used is directly extracted from Twitter using the Tweepy library in Python. It consists 
of a network of 4000 users. The attributes included in the dataset are username, user id, user avatar, 
tweet, tweet id, tweet tag, language, number of followers, and id of all the friends of the user.

The dataset description is discussed in Table 1. The table shows the overall analysis of the data 
extracted from Twitter. Figure 3 illustrates the graphical distribution of various languages used by all 
the users in their tweets. The Figure shows that most of the users in the dataset communicate in English.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The execution of the code required the installation of Python 3 on the system. Along with this, 
feature extraction and subject determination of tweet require NLTK module in Python, which enables 
natural language processing in Python. The central user is randomly selected and given as input 
while running the code.

RESULTS ANd ANALySIS

The dataset used here has a network of 4000 users, where all the friends of the user are in the network 
itself and even if a user has friends that are not a part of the dataset, they are excluded from the 

Table 1. Dataset

Description Number of users 4000

Number of distinct tags 483

Avg. number of followers per user ~390 Avg. number of friends per user

Figure 3. Language distribution in the dataset
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analysis part. The algorithm suggests the top 10 friend suggestions that a user can relate with as per 
the quantitative results obtained from the factors studied. However, if there is a clash in a ranking of 
several users, that is, if multiple non-friends have the same final score, then the users are displayed 
in alphabetical order. This means that there is a chance that a user who may be a possible friend of 
the central user is excluded from the suggestions because of the clash in the rank.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the top 10 friend suggestions for two different users having the same 
tags. Here, it can show that have similar friend suggestions as they posted tweets with the same tags.

Figure 4. Friend recommendations for the username “cooperjellybean”

Figure 5. Friend recommendations for the user “_notmichelle”
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Although the results that have been discussed above were obtained by examining the dataset 
ex- tracked from Twitter, the approach and the algorithms described in the paper can be applied to 
any social networking based framework, such as Facebook or even e-mail based framework, such as 
Gmail (where it can be used to suggest email groups).

CoNCLUSIoN

The idea behind our friend suggestion method is that people have a greater affinity for their friends 
than for strangers. As a result, non-friends who have a common friend have greater clout than non- 
friends who are disconnected from the core user. Having a high number of common friends does 
not necessarily mean the user’s interests are aligned with the central user’s. Non-friends must be 
ranked according to a set of criteria that takes into consideration the users’ common interests. This 
would help to separate those with different interests from those who have similar ones, boosting the 
algorithm’s efficiency. In this research work, proposed a friend recommendation algorithm based 
on Tweet similarity and Tag popularity, in addition to the existing criterion of mutual friends. Non-
friends may be ranked based on these factors by our recommendation engine. Using natural language 
processing, provided techniques for assessing tag popularity, finding common friends, and measuring 
tweet similarity. Our technique may improve Twitter’s existing friend suggestion algorithm by 
offering a more efficient and complete approach to friend recommendation, according to the study 
of the small network dataset gathered. In simple words, instead of recommending friends based on 
common friends, our algorithm takes into account extra platform-relevant factors.

Finally, in this research contribution, have tried to improve the problem of identifying a user’s 
offline (that is, real-life) social community, purely from examining the Twitter network structure 
of the central user. Based on observations from our Twitter data and results from previous works, 
it propose an algorithm involving three factors to improve the Twitter friend suggestion algorithm. 
Incorporating these factors, developed a novel algorithm to iteratively discover the user’s possible 
friends based on a new way of measuring user closeness.

FUTURE WoRKS

The current algorithm being used in the friend suggestion is the K-nearest neighbors algorithm. While 
this algorithm helps derive useful interpretations from the dataset, comparing quantitative results 
from other algorithms can help improve the suggestions further. Other training and classification 
algorithms such as Convolutional Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines can be used and 
differences in accuracy rate can be analyzed and compared among the various algorithms to arrive 
at a model that gives the best results for friend recommendation in Twitter. Other factors such as 
the popularity of user’s tweets can also be analyzed to make interpretations and use them to make 
suggestions better. There can also be amendments that can be made to the algorithm to make it faster 
and more time- efficient.

Another very meaningful similarity metric that can be used to derive results is cosine similarity- 
based comparison. It measures the similarity between two non-zero vectors by measuring the cosine 
of the angle between them. The lesser the angle, the more similar/related are the corresponding users.
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